
 

 

Anna University Exams Nov / Dec 2016 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 7th Semester BE/BTECH 

EI6701 INDUSTRIAL DATA NETWORKS 
Unit I 

1. Write short notes on TCP/IP layer protocol. Also compare TCP/IP with OSI. 
2. Mention and explain the functions performed by every layer of ISO/OSI in detail with example. 
3. Explain about packet switching and message switching in detail.  
4. Describe different functions performed by data link layer in detail. Give the limitations that exist when the 

reduced OSI model is implemented. 
Unit II 

1. Explain about the operation modes in RS 485. Can you convert RS 232 to RS485? Justify. 
2. Describe about the communication used in RS 232. Tabulate the difference between the RS 232 and RS 485 

standard.  
3. Explain the three operational phases that are implemented by the execution control in AS-i. 
4. List the various Ethernet technologies and explain each type.  
5. List the different types of routers and explain in detail. 

Unit III 
1. Explain the various communication modes of HART. Compare and contrast the features of field bus and HART. 
2. Discuss about the HSE and H1 in FIELDBUS architecture with neat diagram 
3. Discuss about the basic requirements of field bus standard. Describe the applications of HART networks in SCADA. 
4. How does the OPC relate to field bus standard efforts? Label and illustrate various blocks in Interoperability. 

Unit IV 
1. Discuss about error checking methods and message forming in MODBUS protocol. 
2. State the special features of foundation PROFIBUS. Describe error detection and troubleshootinng in PROFIBUS 
3. Explain the communication model and profile of PROFIBUS . 
4. With neat sketch explain the architecture of PROFIBUS protocol stack. 
5. Discuss about the different types of serial transmission modes of MODBUS network 

Unit V 
1. Explain the features of radio MODEM and wireless LAN.  
2. Describe 100 Mbps Ethernet with its specifications. Compare 10 Mbps Ethernet with 100 Mbps Ethernet in detail.  
3. Discuss about the functions performed in the MAC sub layer in detail 
4. Write a note on a) signal to noise ratio b) Fade margin c) SINAD. 
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